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ABSTRACT
Using social networks for spreading marketing information is a
commonly used strategy to help in quick adoption of innovations,
retention of customers and for improving brand awareness. In many
settings, the set of entities in the network who must be the targets
of such an information spread are already known, either implicitly
or explicitly. It would still be beneficial to route the information
to them through a carefully chosen set of influencers in the net-
work. We term networks where we have such vertices labeled as
targeted recipients as targeted networks. For instance, in an online
marketing channel of a fashion product, where vertices are tagged
with ‘fashion’ as their preferred choice of online shopping, forms a
targeted network. In such targeted networks, how to select a small
subset of vertices that maximizes the influence over target nodes
while simultaneously minimizing the non-target nodes which get
the information (e.g., to reduce their spam, or in some cases, due to
costs)? We term this as the problem of maximizing the marginal
influence over target networks and propose an iterative algorithm
to solve this problem. We present the results of our experiment
with large information networks, derived from English Wikipedia
graph, which show that the proposed algorithm effectively iden-
tifies influential nodes that help reach pages identified through
queries/topics. Qualitative analysis of our results shows that we
can generate a semantically meaningful ranking of query-specific
influential nodes.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Social networks are increasingly useful in several activities ranging
from e-commerce [2, 10] to job recruitments [3]. Tangible benefits
of using social networks are achieved only when we are able to
identify the appropriate set of nodes in the social network, be it
influential nodes or high-centrality nodes.

In this paper, we consider a crucial variant of the problem of
identifying and ranking of nodes which have the potential to influ-
ence a large social network. We observe that in many settings, there
are certain nodes which can be labeled upfront as target nodes and
the goal of a campaign is to ensure these nodes labeled as targets
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are reached with sufficiently strong paths. In other words, the goal
is not to find globally influential nodes in the network, but find
nodes that maximize the ability to reach and influence these tar-
geted nodes in the network. At the same time, the problem also
has the implicit requirement that non-target nodes should not be
activated in order to minimize their spam or the cost of communi-
cation involved. We motivate this with a scenario from recruitment
network where we first encountered this problem.

Recruitment Network Scenario: Consider a concrete scenario
of a recruiter who would like to identify certain set of nodes in a
professional network. These nodes can recommend a job advertisement
to members in their network who fit the job requirements (i.e., target
nodes). Clearly the recruiter would not like this advertisement to
reach candidates who do not qualify (i.e., non-target nodes). From
the recruiters perspective, it will increase the effectiveness as only
those nodes that match the job description will respond. This will
also avoid “spamming” the other candidates who do not match the
requirements. Also, if many non-relevant job descriptions are sent to
a candidate, there is a possibility of the recruiter being tagged as a
“spammer”. This can lead to a scenario where a potentially perfectly
matching job description is ignored by the candidate. We observe that
existing traditional approaches of selecting influencers do not address
these issues. Figure 1 shows an example scenario where the central
node ‘Query node’ represents the recruiter.M represents the level of
matching to the recruiters query say searching for candidates with
matching skill set for a job description.M having zero indicates non-
matching nodes and a real values indicate the level of matching the
the query. Thus green node have full match, while the yellow nodes
match according toM . The goal is to avoid reaching red nodes that
does not have any match while we aim to reach the matching nodes
at any level. □

Figure 1: Example graph illustrating different nodes
Our goal is identifying nodes that not only have the ability to

reach a large number of target nodes that should be recipients
of the information but also minimize the number of undesirable
recipients of the information at the same time. We model this as a
problem of ranking nodes based on their marginal influence score.
Intuitively, a node has a high marginal influence score if it can
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influence many valuable target nodes and, at the same time, reaches
minimal number of low value nodes in the network.

Interestingly, application of our marginal influence ranking on a
Wikipedia-like setting exhibits an unique feature. In a Wikipedia
graph, for each search string, it helps in listing those pages that
can lead to the target pages and avoid broad categories of matches,
thus providing better way to navigate. We have implemented our
algorithm for a recruitment solution. Feedback obtained suggests
that our algorithm has higher effect compared to the traditional
referral sourcing in the business setting.

Our contribution in the paper are as follows: (1) We introduce
the notion of marginal influencers (MI) and propose an iterative
algorithm to rank nodes by benefit and loss in terms of them influ-
encing target nodes. (2) Evaluation results over a large Wikipedia
corpus and enterprise recruitment application.

2 RELATEDWORK
Finding top influencer(s) have been a subject of large interest to
research community. References [7] and [4] talk about general in-
fluence maximization and how it can be made more efficient. In
general influence maximization, one tries to select the best set of
seed nodes such that the information can be sent to as many nodes
as possible. There is no notion of quality of nodes or even their prop-
erties. References [14], [11] and [16] look at a different aspect of a
similar problem. Their objective is to find best matching documents
with respect to a query node such that tagging of those documents
are relevant to the user. In a sense, here they are considering the
influence of other network users for deciding which are the best
documents for someone to look at.

Finding MI on labeled nodes is tackled in [8] where they look at
influencing nodes with specific labels. But they do not consider how
many non-labeled nodes have been influenced. or if they should
have any effect on the actual influence scores. In [18] and [9], they
look at trying to maximize positive influence while removing users
who will propagate a negative opinion of the information. For this,
they use diffusion models and since it is an NP-hard problem, they
use approximation methods. In contrast, we consider the net effect
of benefits considering a node’s neighbors benefits.

PageRank is the basic core concept that looks at ranking web
pages based on their influencing capacity in an iterative fashion
in [12]. It’s a very fundamental idea that takes into account only
the links between nodes. In [6], they take this idea forward for
calculating the inverse influence between nodes but this is almost
entirely directed towards the idea of link prediction. Hence, they
calculate them between pair of nodes only. We leverage the concept
of PageRank to address the problem through an iteration process,
however we address a different problem.

On a separate note, [15] show a method on how to include query
node bias into normal Wikipedia query search. PageRank and Katz
Centralitymeasures both are calculated in a similar iterative fashion.
But both these models only incorporate the edges of the graph and
connectivity in the network. They do not take into consideration,
the labelling or matching (in our case) of attributes that is connected
with each node. They do not provide appropriate results for our
problem set-up. They have the same time complexity as our iterative
model, o(m + n) where m is the number of nodes and n is the
number of edges in the graph. Closest to our work is the work

presented in [13]. However, in [13] the target was to obtain an
objective function to maximize targeted influence for which they
have used an information diffusion based technique. Our focus
is on coming up with a scalable and efficient algorithm. Finally,
[13] shows identification of target vs non-target nodes are sub-
modular and can be addressed independently. In their work they
have considered the notion of time of diffusion information to
derive nodes that are influenced over time. In our work we use the
propagation quantity and aggregate the influences to consider the
net benefit and do not discount the benefits due to time factor.

3 MODELING MARGINAL INFLUENCERS
Marginal influence score of a node measures the relative influence
of the information originating from that node on the population of
target nodes versus the non-target nodes. We model this process
using its benefit and loss functions. In this section, we develop this
model formally.

3.1 Problem Setting
We operate on an edge-weighted, directed graph G = (V , E,w),
where V is the vertex-set, E is the edge-set and w : E → R≥0
is a function that associates a real-valued weight with each edge
to represent the strength of relationship between the two nodes
connected by the edge. In real-world networks, we treat this as a
probability measure. It models the probability of the propagation by
the source node, given information along that edge. A special vertex
Q ∈ V is designated as the query vertex responsible for initiating
the information flow. The nodes which are targeted for activation
(either by Q as the target audience, or by prior preference settings
of nodes) are modelled through a non-negative weight function
y : V → R≥0, that corresponds to the relevance of a vertex to
the information which is being propagated from the vertex Q . In
concrete settings, this weight could correspond to a matching score
of the profile of a node vi to a job description expressed as a set of
keywords.

We are now equipped to formally define the process of infor-
mation flow on the network, and thus formulate the problem of
maximizing the marginal influence.

Definition: [Marginal Influence Score] Given an edge-weighted
graphG = (V , E,w), a query vertexQ , a subsetA := {v ∈ V |y(v) > 0},
then the marginal influence score of a node u is defined as:∑

vi ∈A,

Q
⋆
−→
u

vi

W (Q
⋆
−→
u

vi ) −
∑

v ′j ∈V \A,

Q
⋆
−→
u

v ′i

W ′(Q
⋆
−→
u

v ′j ),

whereW (Q
⋆
−→
u

v) is a function that determines the value of
information flow from(to) node Q to(from) node v through the
vertex u – aggregated over all paths that connect these nodes in
the graph. We distinguish byW andW ′ between the cases when v
is in the target set or otherwise.

For simplicity of exposition, in the rest of the paper, we use the
term benefit score to indicateW (·) and loss score forW ′(·), andmodel
them appropriately. Now, the overall problem of identifying the
best k nodes which collectively maximize the marginal influence is
defined as:
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Definition: [Marginal Influence Maximization] Given an edge-
weighted graph G = (V , E,w), a query vertex Q , a subset A :=
{v ∈ V |y(v) > 0}, then the goal is to select a k-size subset Ik ⊂
V \ (A ∪Q) such that,

argmax
Ik

∑
u ∈Ik

Mu ,

whereMu is the marginal influence score of a node u.

3.2 Modeling the Value of Information Flow
To compute the Marginal Influence Scores, we first model the bene-
fit score –i.e., the influence score of a node derived from the target
nodes in the network– and the loss score –i.e., the influence score
of a node derived from the non-target nodes, independently. We
adopt an iterative process similar to Katz centrality [17], that propa-
gates benefit (or loss) scores until the values converge. We compute
both scores independently and the overall marginal influence score
of a node is measured as the difference between its benefit and loss
scores.

The benefit score associated with a node measures the influence
that the node has w.r.t. the target nodes. Let Bi denote the benefit
score of a node vi . The equation for computing the benefit score of
a vertex vi is given by,

B
(k+1)
i = λ δ (i)

|V | + (1 − λ)
∑

(vi ,vj )∈E

w(vi ,vj )

|E |

(
α B
(k )
j + (1 − α)yj

)
,

δ (i) =

{
1, if vi is the querynode
0, otherwise

(1)
where λ and α are decay and mixture-model parameters respec-
tively, which can be empirically set (or learnt). The first component
in the above equation biases the scores to prefer nodes that are
closer to the query node. The higher the λ value, the more prefer-
ence given to the nodes closer to the query node. Similarly α models
the weight that is given to the benefit score of the neighbors as
opposed to their matching scores, in computing their benefit scores.
The second component of the Equation 1, models the benefit score
of the nodes as a function of the benefit scores of its neighbors from
the previous round (i.e., k-th round) and its neighbors matching
score. The Bi values in each round are normalized by the total
number of nodes in the graph so that

∑
vi ∈V

Bi = 1.

The above equation can be used iteratively, starting with weights
on all nodes, y(vi ) – possibly based on their match to a query, until
we obtain a computational convergence.

Next, we will move onto defining a loss score (i.e.,W ′(·)) for a
node. Similar to the benefit score computation, we compute loss
scores – denoted as Li for a vertex vi using the following equa-

tion, L(k+1)i =
∑

(vi ,vj )∈E

w(vi ,vj )

|E |

(
βL
(k )
j + (1 − β)(1 − yj )

)
,where

β models how much weight is to be given to the loss score of the
neighbors as opposed to their weight. According to the Equation
3.2, the loss captures the inverse of benefit scores, which is reflected
in (1 − yj ). Like benefit score propagation, the loss score propa-
gation to the neighbors is also determined by the weight of the
node. A normalized value ofw(i, j) is used to do it. The benefit and
loss scores are computed simultaneously for the network at each

Algorithm 1 ComputeBLScores(G) - Computing B and L scores
Require: Network G with nodes and edges, Query String S , Query node return Top

ranking Marginal Influential nodes
initialization - B(0)i = L

(0)
i = 0 for all nodes, k = 0

2: Maxscore = 0
for vi ← V do

4: Mi =LuceneIndex(i,Query)
if Mi > Maxscore then

6: Maxscore = Mi
end if

8: end for
for vi ← V do

10: Mi =
Mi

Maxscore
end for

12: error = 0
while error < 10−10 do

14: k + +
for vi ← V do

16: B(k )i = 0
L(k )i = 0

18: for vj ← neighbours of vi do

B(k )i + = (1 − λ) ∗
w (vi ,vj )
|E |

(
αB(k−1)j + (1 − α )Mj

)
20: L(k )i + =

w (vi ,vj )
|E |

(
βL(k−1)j + (1 − β )(1 −Mj )

)
end for

22: end for
B(k )q + =

λ
|V |

24: error = 0
for i ← V do

26: error+ =
(
B(k )i − B

(k−1)
i

)2
+
(
L(k )i − L

(k−1)
i

)2
end for

28: error = error 0.5
end while

iteration, however the number of iterations that benefit scores and
the loss scores converges upon might vary with each input query
string and also the size of the graph. The main difference between
the benefit score and the loss score is that benefit scores account
for presence of high benefit and matching nodes while loss scores
account for presence of low benefit and non matching nodes.

3.3 Marginal Influencer Computation
As mentioned in the previous section, the values of the benefit
and loss scores said to have converged when their values reach a
steady state. However, in practice, since we are interested in the
overall marginal influence score, we define the convergence as the
situation when their RMS value of their differences in successive
rounds of computation have reached as stable state. In other words,

ErrorRMS =

√ ∑
vi ∈V

(
B
(k )
i − B

(k−1)
i

)2
+

(
L
(k )
i − L

(k−1)
i

)2
≤ ∆ (2)

Algorithm 1 presents the algorithm that takes as input the graph
G and computes the benefit and loss scores for all nodes in an iter-
ation. It is assumed thatw(vi ,vj ) on edges represents the strength
of connection in a probabilistic sense, and the scores y(vi ) on (tar-
get)nodes derived by executing a keyword query on the text asso-
ciated with each vertex – we denote it asMi to highlight this. For
instance, in the recruitment network the query string is the job
description and the resume information consisting of skills, expe-
rience, work profile etc., form the node information. We assume
that this information is structured and for unstructured text we
fall back on well known indexers (Lucene [1] here) to compute the
matching scores. In line 10, the values of Matching scores computed
for each nodes are normalized so that they are within the range
[0, 1.0]. The iterations continue until the error value is less than
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the threshold value of ∆ = 10−10 (terminating condition in line 13).
Lines 16-23 compute Bi and Li for all vi nodes in V . At the end of
each iteration, lines 26-29 compute the error between the previous
iteration and the current iteration. The implementation specific
details of the algorithm are given in Section 5. The vales of α , β and
λ are empirically chosen over through multiple runs over different
graphs. Some of the factors we identified are size of graph, nature
of graph (connected, strongly connected, tree etc.) that affect these
values.

3.4 Selection of Budgeted set
We explore two settings to select the top-k MI’s. In one setting,
we identify top-k MI’s which will maximize strength the of influ-
ence to the set of best matching nodes despite same nodes being
targetted. In another setting, it is desired to identify MI’s who can
reach distinct set of matching nodes. We refer to the former case
Maximizing Strength of Influence (MSI) as latter case as Maximizing
Targets for Influence (MTI)

3.4.1 Maximizing strength of influence (MSI) Computation. Con-
sider a recruitment network, in which there are a set of matching
nodes whose matching scores are high. A recruiter would like to
identify set of nodes that will increase the probability of the job
description reaching the matching nodes. It is likely that these
matching nodes can be reached through several MI’s (a property
that will hold for connected and strongly connected graphs). We
would like to identify the set of MI’s (top m) nodes from the list
of MI’s (obtained accordingly to Algorithm 1) for each such set of
matching nodes. Let the set of matching nodes identified by Q be
SN1...SNn , in which each SNi ∈ i , represent a sub-set of nodes from
the set of matching nodes. For each SNi , it is desired to maximize
the possibility of reaching the nodes i.e. we would like to reach the
matching nodes in more than one path possible. This increases the
chances of information reaching them.

We devise an algorithm that utilizes the sub-modularity property
described earlier in this section to identify the set of nodes that can
obtain the MSI’s. The algorithm is iterative that efficiently removes
the identified MI in the previous iteration and recomputes a newMI
for the set of matching nodes described. The algorithm described in
Algorithm 2 illustrates this in detail. By removing theMI already
selected, we provide an opportunity to reach the same matching
nodes via other paths. The iterations are repeated either until all
the matching nodes are covered or the budget has been exhausted.

Algorithm 2 presents the details of the computation of MSI nodes.
Steps 2, initializes the set of nodes for which MSI’s need to be
identified. This is either a node or set of nodes that are picked
up from matching nodes. The nodes in one set can overlap with
nodes in another set. Step 4-14 computes the MSI’s iteratively. Step
5, computes the B and L scores using the Algorithm 1. From the
values obtained, Identi f yTopMarдinalIn f luencer returns the node
with the highest B − L score. This is added to the output list Step 7.
This node is removed from the graph (the node, in-degree edges
to this and out-degree edges from this node) and this new graph
is considered for the next iteration. The effect of this node on the
network is completely removed. The iterations are repeated until
either the budget (number of required node) is met or all the input
subsets of matching nodes are visited.

Algorithm 2 Deriving MSI nodes
Require: Network G(V , E), Query , Query node S, Matching nodes Set SN , Budget

for each Set Bsi for each set in SN
return Set of MSI

Set SN = SN1. . . .n ⊂ MS ▷ Subsets of nodes from the Matching Set MS
2: for SNi ∈ SN do

for i ← 1 to Bsi do
4: Gbl =ComputeBLScores(G) ▷ Gbl represents the graph with the

computed B and L for each node
x= IdentifyTopMarginalInfluencer(Gbl )

6: addToOutput(x )
Remove x from V ∈ G

8: for y |(x , y) ∈ E do
Remove (x,y) from E;

10: end for
for y |(y, x ) ∈ E do

12: Remove (y,x) from E;
end for

14: end for
end for

3.4.2 Maximizing Targets of influence (MTI) computation. Con-
sider a scenario of a recruitment networkwhere the recruiter prefers
to identify different matching nodes, in terms of number of match-
ing nodes. In this problem, it is desired to maximize the reach of
influence. In other words, we want to reach as many matching
nodes as possible. It is likely that theMI picked by algorithm pro-
posed in Section 3.3 can return MI that leads to the same set of
matching nodes. We consider a budget is given to the query node.
Our aim is determine from the set of MI’s, a set referred to as MTI
who will lead to different set of matching nodes.

We leverage the sub-modularity explained earlier to iteratively
identify the nodes by varying the graph structure. In this case, once
we select an influential node, we remove all matching nodes that
it allows us to reach. Then, we iteratively execute the algorithm
to find the next node that can allow reachability to another set of
targets. The iteration is continued till the budget is reached.
Algorithm 3 Identifying node for maximum reachability
Require: Network G with nodes and edges, Query, Query node, Budget

return Set of influential nodes for maximum reachability (MTI)
Set S = null
List L = null
for i ← 1 to Bsi do

2: Gbl = computeBLScores(G);
x = IdentifyTopInfluence(Gbl )

4: addToOutput(x )
Add x to L

6: while L is non-empty do
y ← First element of L

8: Remove y from E
for z |(y, z) ∈ E do

10: Remove (y,z) from E
Add z to L

12: end for
end while

14: end for

Algorithm 3 presents the algorithm for computing the nodes
that can influence maximum number of targeted/matching nodes
(MTI) given a budget in terms of number of MTI’s to select. As in
the previous case of identifying MSI’s we use an iterative approach,
but this time we eliminate all the target nodes that are possible to
reach through the identified MTI. We begin with identifying the
top marginal influencer (again using the algorithm presented in
Section 3.3) - Step 3 and 4. We add this top MI to the output list
in Step 5. For this top MI, we identify and remove all matching
nodes (since we wanted to find new set of MI that can reach to
different set of targets). Steps 7-12 removes the matching nodes,
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Algorithm 4 Illustration of algorithm for sensitivity analysis
Require: Network G with nodes and edges, Query, Query node, Algorithm 1 return

Most sensitive edge
BestEdge=-1

2: OriginalScore=0
Gbl = ComputeBLScores(G)

4: I = ComputeInfluencerList(Gbl )
for k |k ∈ I do

6: OriginalScore=OriginalScore+B[k]-L[k]
end for

8: BestScore=OriginalScore
for j |(i , j) ∈ E do

10: if P (i , j) > 0.9 then
Continue

12: end if
Score=0

14: P (i , j) = P (i , j) + θ to get Modified NetworkG1
Gbl = ComputeBLScore(G1);

16: I1 = ComputeInfluencerList(Gbl )
for k |k ∈ I1 do

18: Score=Score+B[k]-L[k]
end for

20: if Score > BestScore then
BestScore=Score

22: BestEdge=(i , j)
end if

24: end for

its in-coming edges and its out-going edges. The graph is iterated
again to obtain new set of MTI until the budget is exhausted.

4 SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
One of the important uses of this model is to provide the benefit of
not only identifying themarginal influential nodes but also studying
the network for connection sensitivity. This helps the query node
to analyze the connection properties for obtaining matching nodes.
Sensitivity analysis answers one or more of the following questions:
(a) For a given query string, what are important connections that
need to be improved and (b) For a given query string, what is the
optimum level of connection strength required to reach matching
nodes. This requires sensitivity analysis for the networks edges.

We propose an algorithm that considers every outgoing edge
from the Query node. We again use an iterative approach to identify
the link strengths that will lead MI’s to best matches. For every out-
going edge we increase the value of the strength by θ . The algorithm
for computing B and L are repeated with the new weights assigned
to the identified edges. The scores (B-L) at each iteration is stored
and compared with the score computed with the original weights.
The edge which turns out to be most sensitive is the one selected
and the recruiter is suggested to strengthen this connection.

Algorithm 4 presents the details of sensitivity analysis. It com-
putes the benefit loss scores on the original network (Step 4). For
each link it adds an increment (typically of the order of 0.1) and
observes whether the newly computed benefit scores are higher
than those obtained on the original graph(Step 5-16). If so, it adds
the edge to the list of BestEdдe(Step 19,20). If set of target nodes is
better than the previously obtained network then the link strengths
are preserved.

5 EXPERIMENTS AND ASSESSMENTS
Our evaluation concentrates on two important aspects: (i) to show
that the extracted MI’s are helpful to reach the matching nodes
under different settings, viz. identifying MI, MSI and MTI and (ii)
that our algorithms is computationally inexpensive compared to a
brute force approach. We have used our algorithm on large corpus

of Wikipedia data. We proceed by converting the raw data into
graphs in the form of adjacency matrix. We have also implemented
the algorithm for a talent search application of an organisation that
uses employees data for building the network and job description
as a query node.

5.1 Information Search -Wikipedia Data
We consider the network provided by the Simple wikipedia first
and then on the full large scale Wikipedia Dataset. The nodes refers
to the information pages and the edges are the URLs present in
the pages. Simple Wikipedia data set had about 147102 documents
(nodes) and 1501950 links (Edges) whereas full Wikipedia data set
had about 9872158 documents (nodes) and 197443160 links (Edges).
Given this network we seek to find the following answers: Given a
query string and the page where we currently are rooted (Query
node), what are the pages (MI’s) we should be directed so that we
can reach the matching pages containing the query string. We do
notwant to reach the non-matching pages for the given query string.
We leverage Lucene and its indexing capabilities[1] to compute the
matching scores. Each document was extracted into a separate file
using the Lucene Wikipedia Extractor function and indexed using
the Lucene functions. With the indexes created any desired query
string can be searched. Lucene provides a matching score associated
with each of them. These scores are considered as matching scores
and are normalized to obtain relative measures. We assume uniform
probability of one, for all edges because there is no notion of social
closeness in this kind of a network. However, this can be adopted
to networks that exhibit social closeness and the edge weights can
determine the closeness between two nodes. We have implemented
a graph building algorithm from raw wikipedia data to be used
with our algorithms.

5.1.1 Results and Observation for Identifying Top K Marginal
Influencers. We first provide a set of sample queries and report the
results obtained for the query. Tables 1(a), (b), 2(a), (b) show the
results obtained in terms of three parameters Top M (Matching
nodes), Top Influencers and Top Marginal Influencers. Tables 1(a)
and 1(b) are queries run on Simple Wikipedia while tables 2(a), (b)
were run on full Wikipedia. It can be clearly seen that the Top influ-
ences (based on their benefit scores) are completely different than
those Top Marginal Influencers (based on their B − L scores). Our
algorithm takes usually 4-5 iterations for convergence irrespective
of the query and hence, is fast in its computation. Top M nodes
simply present the pages of wikipedia that match with the query
the best. Upon manual examination of the results, we find that by
simply using Top B nodes, the influencers usually turn out to be
long lists of elements (or pages with many links), some of which are
relevant to our query. Although the Top B nodes may seem more
intuitive since they usually are directly related to the query, they
aren’t as good for our objective since we want to get marginally
influential nodes. On the other hand, the Top B-L nodes are usu-
ally short pages containing only a few links but most of which are
relevant to our query. This shows that, by using our technique,
we can simultaneously minimize spam whilst maximizing targeted
influence. Table 3 shows the Top B nodes and B-L Nodes when
the matching scores are ignored. Our manual inspection shows
that in the absence of matching scores, the algorithm behaves like
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Table 1: Results on Simple Wiki
(a) ”basketball association”

Top M nodes Top B nodes Top (B-L) nodes
Denver Nuggets NBA Development League Al Albert
Sacramento Kings NBA All-Star Game Central Division (NBA)
Indiana Pacers New York Knicks season Southwest Division (NBA)
Bob Lamey NBA Finals Pacific Division (NBA)
San Antonio Spurs List of NBA champions Atlantic Division (NBA)

(b) ”jazz music”

Top M nodes Top B nodes Top (B-L) nodes

Jazz blues Mihailo Z̆ivanovi Moaning Lisa
Deep house Ornette Coleman Jazz blues
Riff Billie Holiday Beat (music)
Sooner or Later Deaths in 2012 Polyrhythm
Feeling Good Bandleader Quartet

Table 2: Results on Full Wiki
(a) “Tennis”

Top M nodes Top B nodes Top (B-L) nodes

Tennis (disambiguation) List of tennis tournaments
2005 World Table Tennis
Championships – Women’s
Singles

List of The Prince of Tennis
video games 2009 ATP Challenger Tour Horatio Pintea

Florida Gators tennis List of Grand Slam related ten-
nis records

2009 LA Tennis Open USTA
Men’s Challenger

National Tennis Centre 2008 ATP Challenger Series Ainslie Tennis Club
Tennis Masters 2011 ATP Challenger Tour Kjell Johansson

(b) “jazz music”

Top M nodes Top B nodes Top (B-L) nodes

Jazz mag List of NPR stations Youth Oriented
New Orleans Jazz List of non-profit radio stations I Visionari
Jazz piano (disambiguation) Jazz Dig it
New Jazz Outline of jazz Dig It (disambiguation)
Rebop Van Gelder Studio Song of the Heart

Table 3: No Matching Score on Full Wikipedia -jazz music
Top M nodes Top B nodes Top (B-L) nodes

Jazz mag Jazz Youth Oriented
New Orleans Jazz List of NPR stations Hank Bagby
Jazz piano (disambiguation) List of non-profit radio stations Tanglewood Stratocaster
New Jazz Outline of jazz Tommy Dorsey’s Dance Party
Rebop List of train songs Blues to Africa

Table 4: Results to Illustrate Top-KMSI and Top-KMTI
(a) “power rangers”

Top B-L Strength Max. Reach Max.

Power Rangers Lightspeed
Rescue

Power Rangers Lightspeed
Rescue

Power Rangers Lightspeed
Rescue

Power Rangers Lost Galaxy Power Rangers In Space Time Force
Time Force Power Rangers Zeo

Power Rangers In Space Time Force
Power Rangers Zeo Power Rangers Lost Galaxy

(b) “skype”

Top B-L Strength Max. Reach Max.

Iris Iris Iris
MSX Zephyrus Common Language Specification

Zephyrus MSX Microsoft TechNet
Microsoft Paint Microsoft TechNet

Professional Developers Conference Microsoft Paint

un-labeled networks and therefore does not provide meaningful
results.

5.1.2 Results and Observation for Identifying Top KMSI and Top
KMTI . On the Wikipedia data, we also derived the rank ordered
set of influential vertices. Tables 4 (a) and (b) show sample outputs
for two queries. As expected, strength maximization algorithm
leads to a selection of nodes closer to the same set of matching

Figure 2: Target Influencers for JDon the employeenetwork.
nodes. This helps in reaching nodes through better strength of
connections. This is why there is not much difference between
the ranked nodes (MI) and the influential nodes selected MSI. The
ranked MI nodes are calculated at once, thus one node may help
increase the influence of the other one. But in MSI, we remove
the selected nodes one-by-one thereby reducing the influence of
the already existing top nodes. This allows the nodes lower in the
ranking to come up on top, providing a different set of top ranking
MSI. Hence, this algorithm is effective when we want to maximize
the probability of reaching the top matching nodes. For MTI, the
results show a different phenomenon. In this case, at each iteration,
the set of nodes that have already been influenced are removed.
The algorithm finds new set of matching nodes in the subsequent
iterations. This may lead to MTIs which are lower in the list of
MIs. However, they maximize the reach of influence to many non-
overlapping matching nodes. When all the matching nodes form a
strongly connected subgraph, we expect only one MTI since one
influential node would be able to reach all the matching nodes.
5.2 Implementation on Recruitment Network
We have implemented the algorithm for Talent recruitment for an
Organization. We have used social network API’s of the organiza-
tion (social networking API (SAND) [5]) to build the network. The
nodes have their profile information. Network size ranges from
700 − 10000 in number depending on the level set for discovering
network. Given a ‘Job Description (JD)’ the aim is to identify influ-
encers. As a sample, we have shown in Figure 2 a screen shot of
the recruitment tool.

6 CONCLUSION
We have, in this work proposed a practical solution for otherwise
imperative and difficult problem of identifying the ‘meaningful’
influencers in large scale networks. We have considered the scales
of the graphs - given that it is applicable to social networks and
several application namely recruitment, expertise locator etc., are
build on top social networks. Our experiments on the full Wikipedia
(around several million nodes) corpus shows that the number of
iterations to converge are just 4 - 5 iterations. This makes our
algorithm feasible to be used in large graphs in near real time
scenarios. Our assessments through experts on the results generated
by our algorithm for select queries indicates the superiority of the
algorithm proposed.
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